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Dining With Spirits

API was built and founded by Alan Silva
who made it the professional paranormal investigative team it is today. We have been
honored to be under his leadership but he is
needing to take a step back due to health reasons. He wants everyone to know how much
he values each of you and your friendship and
hopes to still stay in contact and even attend
some hunts later on. We all love Alan and we
wish him well in the future.
Alan has passed the torch on to Michelle
and Jeff Young who will continue to keep API
at the high, professional level he left it. Thank
you for your continued participation and support of API.
If you know of anyone who would like to
find out more about our group, either to join
or to set up an investigation, please direct
them to the website:
www.paranormalbeliever.com

Upcoming Events
May 16— Investigation in Pea Ridge
June 27 - Centerton Days
June or July? - Crescent Hotel
September ? - Myrtle’s Plantation

Stay tuned for more
information on these events
and more!

Ashley’s of Rockledge
1609 US 1
Rockledge, Florida

On November 21, 1934,
Ethel Allen’s mutilated body
was found on the banks of
the Indian River in Eau Gallie, some 16 miles away. The
nineteen year old had been
seen just a few days before
when she stopped at a local
packing house to say goodbye
to a friend. Ethel was leaving
to visit her mother, accompanied by a male acquaintance,
and she may have also
stopped by her favorite local
hangout, Jack’s Tavern, now
Ashley’s of Rockledge. The
Tudor-style restaurant has
paranormal activity, some of
which has been attributed to
Ethel Allen.
A variety of sources state
that she may have been murdered within the walls of the
restaurant in a storeroom
(possibly near the famously
haunted ladies restroom) or
just outside the building.
The activity runs the
gamut from simple, cold
breezes being felt to voices
and screams to full apparitions being seen and captured on film. Some sources
also note that the activity
does not seem to be limited
to just the possible shade of
Ethel Allen. There are other
possible spirits including a
child and an adult male. It
does seem that Ashley’s may
be one of the most paranormally active restaurants in
the state.

API Investigation Photos

Carol during a local investigation

Myrna during a local investigation

API Ghost Hunting Tips
1.

Make sure you have permission before entering private property such as a cemetery or abandoned house. You don’t want to be seen in the news as being arrested
for trespassing.

2. If you have to talk on an investigation, do it in a normal voice. Whispering can
sound like a ghost voice when playing back a recording.
3. As you are recording, be sure to make note of any sounds or noises so as to not
confuse it with something paranormal playback.

Ghost Hunter Wanted--Wimps Need Not Apply
by
Carol Martindale-Taylor

Chapter 2
Okay, after reading last month’s introduction, you have decided ghosts don’t
scare you, your curiosity is getting the best of you, and you like helping other people.
Here is what you need to become a ghost hunter extraordinaire.
THE GEAR
Keep in mind we receive no pay or reimbursement so we're on our own for
equipment, gasoline, food and lodging costs. Our founder, Alan, tows a 16-foot trailer
filled with high-tech equipment to each investigation site while the rest of us go without gear, borrow some, or buy a few select pieces. Most of us purchase a digital camera, voice recorder or EMF detector to locate high electro-magnetic fields. You can
purchase specialty items such as a Frank's Box producing words from radio waves, a
laser grid to detect an object breaking a light pattern, or a camera with infrared and
ultraviolet capabilities. Or you can invest thousands of dollars in computers, radios,
tripods, weather stations, electrical cords and transportation. A command center in a
trailer means equipment and investigators housed during inclement weather, requiring the purchase of stand-alone air conditioners and heaters. Yes, it is possible to do
paranormal investigating without these expenses--ghosts are equal opportunity haunters.
In non-technical materials needed, duct tape is an absolute must; cameras
battle tripods, cords obstruct views, wires co-mingle to grab passing ankles. You'll also
need flashlights, two-way radios, electrical cord adapters, clamps to secure cameras
and a generous supply of munchies.
To add insult to financial injury, you can then go from case to case with nothing more than a few orbs showing up which may mean you still have nothing. Usually
only seen by cameras, orbs are round, somewhat transparent, sometimes very bright
and while usually whitish, can appear in other colors. They can gently float around or
dart here and there making erratic turns in flight. There is little agreement on what
they are or what they mean, so depending upon which paranormal television show you
watch, you may already have your own ideas. Keep them. Since no one understands
them, why not create your own theory?
But take heart! You will have those "makes it all worthwhile" cases where someone
you didn't see or hear will be in front of you on camera or whispering in your ear on
the voice recorder. We've recorded a shadow person darting from behind a tree to slip
directly into the ground near a tombstone, the bedroom in a Civil War era house being
completely engulfed in light without the benefit of electricity, a ball being rolled--twice
--by an unseen hand and a client scratched in full view of television cameras. Like the
truth, they're out there. Be patient.
Next month we’ll take a look at pulling together your own investigation team, obtaining clients, and the pitfalls of just finding the haunted location!

Ghost Hunting Basics

Residual Hauntings, Limestone and Granite
By Gaetan Lavigne, Chief Editor of The Paranormal Post

A residual haunting is seeing an apparition over and over again, doing the same thing
or making sounds at the same time of day or night over a period of years or even centuries. They are also called energy remnants and memory imprint, this type of haunting never interacts with onlookers and seems totally oblivious to them.
The Theory:
Limestone: A rock that is formed in or around water (streams, lakes, rivers, and
ocean). The theory is that the limestone is easily imprinted with spiritual energy from
some type of traumatic past event. When the limestone releases energy, either thru
natural decay or through human activity, that spiritual energy is also released—
making limestone a great conductor for residual hauntings. Buildings that are constructed with limestone are said to have higher rates of residual hauntings.
Granite: Granite is partly composed of quartz crystals—and quartz is known to cause
an electrical charge when crushed or moved about underground. Regular quartz crystals are also known to have the same reaction. Buildings that are made from granite,
or sit on locations with large deposits of granite, can make good hotspots for paranormal activity—intelligent and residual.
In addition to these elements, it is thought that thunderstorms and the lightening
caused by the storms provide extra energy to spirits that may not be able to manifest
themselves otherwise. Reports of heightened activity during storms are not uncommon.
While there’s no definitive proof that paranormal activity is being conducted by these
elements, there is enough evidence to suggest that it’s very possible. The key is for
more scientists to take it seriously, and engage the paranormal investigator community in experiments that could help add credence to or dismiss the possibility of these
theories.

Just For Fun!

“Sorry I can’t come to the phone right
now. Just leave an EVP after the boo.”

Arkansas Paranormal Investigations
Please feel free to visit our website for more information about requesting an investigation or
joining the group.
www.paranormalbeliever.com

To remove your name from our mailing list, please click here.
Questions or comments? E-mail us at aspilot@aol.com.
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Michelle Young—API Administrator/Team Leader/Multimedia specialist
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